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Death to the Conformists

Death to the conformists
the useless, narrow-minded sheep
those who march in lines and hush their voices
damned by similarities
their wasteful, corrupt minds
who frown on the untamed
whose chins drop at abnormalities
surviving by the guilt bestowed on them by self-image
not one original or genuine contemplation
death to the conformists
whose heads are turned by distinctions
their existence creates masked deception
selling their souls for acceptance
to fit in the crowd of manipulation
living by submission and false conversion
they degrade the human race
obtaining opinions through the glossy pages
that mass of hypocrites
their dogma be their wardrobe
their bible be their garments
robes of deceit and intoxication of the self
death to the conformists
living by the codes of approval
thoughts consumed by dense judgment
they condemn the demure and denounce the diverse
focusing on the surface, rejecting the inside
death to the conformists
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